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12Abstract. This paper describes a particle-size distribution (PSD) curve fitting software for analyzing 
the soil PSD and soil physical properties. A better characterization of soil texture can be obtained by 
describing the soil PSD using mathematical models. The mathematical equations of soil PSD are 
mainly used as a basis to estimate the soil hydraulic properties. Until now, many attempts are made 
to represent PSD curves using mathematical models, but selecting the best PSD model requires fit-
ting all models to the PSD data, which would be difficult and time-consuming. So far, no specific 
program has been developed to fit the PSD models to the experimental data. A practical user-friendly 
software called “PSD Curve Fitting Software” was developed and introduced to program a simulta-
neous fitting of all models to soil PSD data of all samples. Some of the capabilities of this software 
are calculating evaluation statistics for all models and soils and their statistical properties such as 
average, standard deviation, minimum and maximum for all models, the amount of models’ fitting 
parameters and their statistical properties for all soil samples, soil water retention curve by Arya and 
Paris (1981) and Meskini-Vishkaee et al. (2014) methods, soil hydraulic conductivity by Arya et al. 
(1999) method, different textural and hydraulic properties, specific surface area, and other descrip-
tive statistics of the PSD for all soil samples. All calculated parameters are presented in an output 
Excel file format by the software. The software runs under Windows XP/7/8/10. 
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INTRODUCTION

Particle-size distribution (PSD) is considered as a simple test and static 
physical characteristic of mineral soils that affects many important soil physical 
and chemical properties (Huang et al. 2013), such as Atterberg limits and tensile 
strength (Bayat et al. 2015), growth of plants (Huang et al. 2013) and bacteri-
al diversity (Chau et al. 2011). In mechanical analysis, soil PSD is expressed 
as mass percentage of clay, silt and sand fractions. Many investigations have 
shown that these three fractions are widely applied as predictors of other soil 
properties such as Atterberg limits, tensile strength (Bayat et al. 2015), soil 
water retention curve (SWRC), saturated as well as unsaturated hydraulic con-
ductivity and available water capacity through mathematical analysis (Botula et 
al. 2013, Gupta and Larson 1979, Haverkamp and Parlange 1986).

Soil PSD is typically applied in the classification systems of soils for engi-
neering and agricultural purposes and also many important soil parameters 
gained from this curve such as the specific surface area, coefficient of uniform-
ity, coefficient of sorting, the effective particle size and the fines content (Vip-
ulanandan and Ozgurel 2009). Fractal dimension (D) of soil PSD can be used 
as a practical index for quantifying variations in soil properties and the implica-
tions of desertification (Gao et al. 2014). 

Modeling PSD using parametric models to obtain a continuous curves of 
PSD is of importance and is used as a basis for estimation of the soil hydraulic 
properties (Weipeng et al. 2015). Many soil databases consist of only several 
discontinuous points that limit the computation of the soil physical properties. 
In order to obtain a more complete explanation of soil texture and continuous 
curves of the PSD, various PSD mathematical models are applied (Shangguan 
et al. 2014). These functions have been suggested to describe a full range of the 
soil PSD. Some of the equations that have been introduced to describe soil PSD 
curve, are complicated and difficult to fit to the experimental data (e.g. Fred-
lund et al. (2000) and Nesbitt and Breytenbach (2006) models). In addition, it 
is extremely time consuming to fit all the PSD models to the experimental data 
and to select the best performing model, because there was not a full package 
or software to fit all models to the experimental data of several soil samples 
and users around the world are confronting a fundamental problem for fitting 
these models and selecting the most accurate model for their soils. Therefore, 
the objective of this study is to develop and introduce a type of software to fit all 
developed PSD models (Table S1 in the supplementary materials) to the exper-
imental data including cumulative mass fraction versus diameter of particles of 
all soil samples and to estimate the important physical and mechanical proper-
ties of soils such as the soil water retention curve by Arya and Paris (1981) and 
Meskini-Vishkaee et al. (2014) methods and also the hydraulic conductivity by 
Arya et al. (1999) method, that are related to soil PSD in a short time. Because 
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of the large number of models, all of the PSD models that have been contained 
in the software are shown in the supplementary materials (Table S1).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Process of developing the PSD curve fitting software

Software design process is as follows:

Definition step
The first step in the problem solving and decision-making process is to 

identify and define the problem. Many different models have been suggested 
and developed to describe the PSD data, but, there is no specialized software for 
fitting them to the experimental PSD data, so far.

Development step
The PSD models were fitted to the PSD experimental data by the nonlinear 

least squares algorithm that was implemented in MATLAB software (MathWorks 
2018) and the accuracy of the results was tested. Nature or type of models is shown 
in Table S1 in the supplementary materials. The initial values or the ranges (upper 
and lower) of the parameters have been included in the software. They were deter-
mined in two ways: the values reported by the authors who developed their models 
and by trial and error method (please see Table S1 in the supplementary materials).
To make the software more comfortable for using with no need to install the MAT-
LAB software, the final written code was formed as GUI in the MATLAB envi-
ronment and was extracted from MATLAB and ultimately it was runnable as the 
solver software. Thus, the users did not need to have MATLAB to use the program. 
In this software, codes were devised for recalling the input data (the PSD experi-
mental data) in an Excel format and also for exporting the results in an Excel for-
mat. This program requires only the cumulative mass fraction versus the diameter 
of particles to fit the PSD models to the PSD experimental data and calculates the 
physical, mechanical and hydraulic properties. Moreover, if the soil water reten-
tion curve that was predicted by Arya and Paris (1981) and Meskini-Vishkaee et 
al. (2014) methods was needed, then the program requires the bulk density, parti-
cle density and saturation water content/porosity. The software would run for each 
sample individually. The number of the repeated measured points had no effect on 
the software performance. In addition, if the replicate information was introduced 
as one sample, it would not have any effects on the software performance and the 
software would give the best fit to all the data of each sample. However, if the 
replicate information was introduced as different samples, the software could not 
handle it and would identify them as the separate individual samples. 
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The software testing is an activity aimed at evaluating an attribute or capa-
bility of a program or system and determining that it meets its required criteria. 
The testing techniques include the process of executing a program or applica-
tion with the intent of finding the software bugs (errors or other defects). In this 
study, the software testing was done at all stages of the software development.

Maintenance step
This software has been programmed in a way that could be installed on Win-

dows operation systems without the user limitation and there were no mainte-
nance costs for it. An overview of the software design process is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. An overview of the PSD curve fitting software design process

Estimating the soil hydraulic properties by semi-physical methods

Over the past two decades, a variety of PTFs have been developed to esti-
mate soil hydraulic properties based on the soil PSD, parameters and other basic 
geotechnical properties, but most of them are empirical, not semi-physical. The 
capillary theory has been used to relate void space between particles to their 
ability to retain water (Arya and Paris 1981). In other words, the semi-physical 
methods are mainly based on shape similarity between the SWRC and the PSD 
curve, implying that the pore-size distribution is closely related to the PSD. The 
other main purpose of this software was to estimate the SWRC by Arya and 
Paris (1981) and Meskini-Vishkaee et al. (2014) methods and also to estimate 
the hydraulic conductivity by Arya et al. (1999) method in a short time. The 
Arya and Paris (1981) method is one of the indirect methods which use par-
ticle-size distribution curve data to estimate the SWRC. The method provides 
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some predictions using certain empirical parameters, while the Meskini-Vish-
kaee et al. (2014) method translates the fitted curve of the PSD into SWRC 
and does not need any empirical parameters. Also, Arya et al. (1999) present-
ed a model to calculate the hydraulic conductivity, as a function of soil water 
content, directly from the PSD. The model is based on the assumption that soil 
pores can be represented by equal capillary pipes and that the water flow rate 
is a function of pore size. The pore size distribution is derived from the PSD 
using the Arya–Paris model. The necessary input data for calculating the soil 
water retention and the hydraulic conductivity curves are bulk density (g/cm3), 
particle density (g/cm3), the ratio of saturation/porosity, “X” and “C” and their 
values are determined by the user of arya_paris sheet in the input data file (Fig. 
S2 in the supplementary materials). In other words, the values of these param-
eters are not constant for all soils and should be specified by the user for each 
soil sample. Arya and Paris (1981) proposed a value of 1.38 for the alpha var-
iable, but later research showed that the alpha value is not constant and varies 
between 1.1 to 2.5 (Vaz et al. 2005). On the other hand, “X” and “C” parameters 
are empirical parameters and are determined by the experimental data for each 
soil texture. Arya et al. (1999) proposed values of 0.482 and 3.602 for the “X” 
and “C” parameters, respectively, for all soil textures. Therefore, these values 
were applied to compute Fig. 3 in the manuscript. However, they proposed spe-
cific values of “X” and “C” for a few soil textural classes. Also, the PSD Curve 
Fitting Software can estimate the hydraulic conductivity by Arya et al. (1999) 
method for different values of these parameters (i.e. the values of “X” and “C” 
can be entered by the users), for each soil.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Review of the PSD curve fitting software

Principles of the output file by the software
In the output Excel file, the results of each model were shown in a separate 

sheet containing the model name, equation and reference, fitting evaluation statis-
tics for all soils which included the coefficient of determination (R2), root mean 
square error (RMSE), and the corrected Akaike’s information criterion (AICc) 
(Burnham and Anderson 2003), the amount of the estimated parameters for the 
considered model for all soils, the average, standard deviation, and the minimum 
and maximum of the amount of the estimated parameters. This software could 
write two summary sheets, including the “Result” and “Table”, allowing a user to 
compare various models. Moreover, a lot of useful parameters and characteristics 
have been calculated by this software. An overview of the parameters and charac-
teristics that are calculated and provided by the software are shown in Fig. 2.
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Estimating the soil water retention curve (SWRC) and hydraulic conducti-
vity curve (K) 

In order to show the capability of the PSD curve fitting software in the 
estimation of the SWRC and the hydraulic conductivity curve, it was run (the 
SWRC and the hydraulic conductivity curve were estimated) for nine soil sam-
ples from nine soil texture classes and the results were shown in Fig. 3. Arya and 
Paris (1981) and Meskini-Vishkaee et al. (2014) methods could not estimate the 
SWRC for the studied soil samples precisely. However, Arya and Paris (1981) 
and Meskini-Vishkaee et al. (2014) methods are semi-physical methods and 
their approach is an attempt to take into account a priori knowledge in the field 
of soil science (Piron et al. 1997). In consequence, the semi-physical methods 
are less accurate than the mathematical models. Arya et al. (1999) developed an 
easy-to-use spreadsheet-like Corel Quattro Pro 8 for using the Arya–Paris and 
Arya et al. (1999) methods. This spreadsheet has been developed for only one-
soil sample, so this is a disadvantage. Also, the Quattro Pro, as a spreadsheet 
program, is unknown for users, therefore, it is not easy for using. But in the 
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Fig. 3. The results of the accuracy of the Arya and Paris (1981) and Meskini-Vishkaee et al. 
(2014) methods in estimating the SWRC and also the accuracy of the Arya et al. (1999) method 

in estimating the hydraulic conductivity curve for nine soil samples
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present study, being easy to use and high calculating speed (in a short time for 
a large number of soil samples), are the advantages of this software in calcu-
lating the SWRC by Arya and Paris (1981) and Meskini-Vishkaee et al. (2014) 
methods and the hydraulic conductivity by Arya et al. (1999) method.

Testing the software

Bayat et al. (2015) investigated the performances of the PSD models on the 
PSD data of the soil samples in the unsaturated soil hydraulic database (UNSO-
DA) by MATLAB code of the PSD curve fitting software. Moreover, the fol-
lowing investigation was done to evaluate the performance of the software. As 
mentioned in the study by Bayat et al. (2015), 713 soil samples were selected 
from the UNSODA to fit the 35 PSD models to their PSD experimental data, 
with different numbers of the measured points. Therefore, 24,955 fittings were 
performed by the code in 36 min [713 (samples) × 35 (models) = 24,955]. Over-
all, only in 1,732 cases (6.94%) out of 24,955 fittings, the models were not fitted 
to the experimental data. In 1,529 cases (6.13%) out of 1,732, the number of 
the measured points was equal or less than the number of the parameters of the 
PSD models. Therefore, only in 203 cases (0.81%) out of 24,955 fittings, the 
number of the measured points was higher than the number of parameters but 
the code did not perform successfully. In another investigation, 500 soil samples 
were selected from three provinces of Iran to fit the 35 PSD models to their 
PSD experimental data. Therefore, 17,500 fittings were performed by the code. 
Overall, only in 49 cases (0.28%) out of 17,500 fittings, the models were not 
fitted to the experimental data. The number of experimental data points, N, that 
is required by the software, is different for various PSD models and should be 
greater than the number of the model parameters, M, to have a successful fitting 
(M ≤ N − 1). In other words, if the number of experimental data points is less 
than the number of model parameters, the model cannot be fitted to the experi-
mental PSD data (Everitt and Skrondal 2002). There is not any limitation about 
the maximum number of the measured points for the software. However, by 
increasing the number of the measured points, accuracy of fitting PSD models 
to the PSD data would be enhanced. Several reasons could be found for the lack 
of fitting of the PSD models to the samples with the measured points higher than 
the number of parameters.

Note that the performance of the code for every PSD model is presented in 
detail in Table S2 of the supplementary materials. A soil sample was selected to 
illustrate the fitting accuracy of the different PSD models (Fig. 4). In order to 
prevent confusing, the PSD curve of 35 models were shown in 4 graphs.
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Fig. 4. Comparing fitting accuracy of different PSD models for a soil sample
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Software availability

Name of the software: PSD Curve Fitting
Availability and the online documentation: Available upon the request from 

the corresponding author.
Year of its release: 2019
Hardware required: Laptop and PC
Software required: Windows (tested on Windows 7, 32 and 64 bit)
Programming language: MATLAB
Program size: 254 MB

CONCLUSIONS

There were many different mathematical models which have been devel-
oped to describe the PSD curve. A comprehensive and specialized software for 
fitting the mathematical models of soil PSD on the experimental data has not 
been developed so far. By understanding the main problems of the model fit-
ting, a comprehensive study was done and all available soil PSD models were 
collected, and a software for fitting these models to the soil PSD data was devel-
oped. The main purpose of this software was the ability to fit several mathemat-
ical models of soil PSD of many soils in a short time. Using the Excel files for 
the input and output data was one of the advantages of this software that made 
it user-friendly software. In addition, calculating and arranging a huge amount 
of useful parameters and characteristics, for different areas of agronomy, ecol-
ogy and environmental science, and their descriptive statistics from the PSD 
data and fitting the experimental data were additional advantages of this soft-
ware. Moreover, having a high processing speed and a high standard, could be 
accounted as other advantages of this software. As a result, the increase in the 
fitting quality and reduction in servicing and developing costs are the significant 
features of this software.
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